This paper extends the regularized smoothing Newton method in vector optimization to symmetric cone optimization, which provide a unified framework for dealing with the nonlinear complementarity problem, the second-order cone complementarity problem, and the semidefinite complementarity problem (SCCP). In particular, we study strong semismoothness and Jacobian nonsingularity of the total natural residual function and show that the algorithm of Hayashi, Yamashita and Fukushima [SIAM J. Optim., 15 (2005), pp. 593-615] for the monotone SOCCP can be extended to the monotone SCCP.
Preliminaries

Euclidean Jordan algebras
We give a brief introduction to Euclidean Jordan algebras. Details on Euclidean Jordan algebras can be found in Koecher's lecture note [19] and the monograph by Faraut and Korányi [10] .
A Euclidean Jordan algebra (EJA) is a triple (J , ·, · , •) ∆ = A for short), where (J , ·, · ) is a real n-dimensional inner product space and (x, y) → x • y : J × J → J is a bilinear mapping which satisfies the following conditions: We call x • y the Jordan product of x and y. In general, the Jordan product is not associative, i.e., (x • y) • z = x • (y • z) for all x, y, z ∈ J . In addition, we assume that there exists an element e (called the identity element) such that x • e = e • x = x for all x ∈ J .
• Given a Euclidean Jordan algebra A, define the set of squares as K := {x 2 : x ∈ J }. From Theorem III 2.1 in [10] , K is a symmetric cone in A. In other words, K is a self-dual closed convex cone and for any two elements x, y ∈ intK, there exists an invertible linear transformation Γ : J → J such that Γ(K) = K and Γ(x) = y.
• For x ∈ J , let m := m(x) be the smallest positive integer such that the set {e, x, x 2 , · · ·, x m } is linearly dependent. Then m is said to be the degree of x, which is denoted by deg(x). • An element c ∈ J is an idempotent if c 2 = c = 0. An idempotent element is primitive if it cannot be written as a sum of two idempotents.
• A complete system of orthogonal idempotents in A is a finite set {c 1 , c 2 , · · ·, c k } of idempotents where c i • c j = 0 for all i = j, and c 1 + c 2 + · · · + c k = e.
• A Jordan frame in A is a complete system of orthogonal primitive idempotents. The number of elements of any Jordan frame equals the positive integer rk(A).
Example 2.1 Let R n denote the space of n-dimensional real column vectors, R n + be the nonnegative orthant. Consider R n with the (usual) inner product and Jordan product defined respectively by x, y := n i=1 x i y i and x • y := x * y, where x i denotes the i-th component of x etc., and x * y denotes the componentwise product of vectors x and y. Then (R n , ·, · , * ) forms a Euclidean Jordan algebra with rk((R n , ·, · , * )) = dim(R n ) = n and R n + as its cone of squares. The identity element is the n-vector of ones, and the set {e 1 , e 2 , · · ·, e n } is the unique Jordan frame where e i is the ith coordinate vector for i ∈ {1, 2, · · ·, n}. Example 2.2 Consider R n (n ≥ 2) where any x is written as x = (x 1 , x T 2 ) T with x 1 ∈ R and x 2 ∈ R n−1 . The inner product is the same as usual and the Jordan product is defined by
Then Λ n := (R n , ·, · , •) forms a Euclidean Jordan algebra, and its cone of squares (Lorentz cone or second-order cone) is specified by Λ n + := {(x 1 , x T 2 ) T : x 1 ≥ x 2 }, where · denotes the 2-norm. The identity element in Λ n is e = 1 0 . The set {c 1 , c 2 } is a Jordan frame given by c i = 1 2 1 (−1) i ω for i = 1, 2 with any ω ∈ R n−1 satisfying ω = 1.
Example 2.3 Let S n denote the set of all n × n real symmetric matrices with the inner product and Jordan product defined respectively by X, Y := Trace(XY ) and X • Y := (XY + Y X)/2. Thus (S n , ·, · , •) forms a Euclidean Jordan algebra, and its cone of squares S n + is the set of all positive semidefinite symmetric matrices. The identity element in this setting is the identity matrix E. The set {E 1 , E 2 , · · ·, E n } is a Jordan frame where E i is the diagonal matrix with one in the ii-entry and zeros elsewhere for i ∈ {1, 2, · · ·, n}.
We now review the following spectral decomposition theorem of an element in a Euclidean Jordan algebra. Type II (Theorem III.1 
Theorem 2.1 (Spectral Decomposition
.2, [10])) Let A be a Euclidean
Jordan algebra with rank r. Then for x ∈ J there exist a Jordan frame {c 1 , c 2 , · · ·, c r } and real numbers λ 1 (x), λ 2 (x), · · ·, λ r (x) such that
The numbers λ i (x) (i = 1, 2, · · ·, r) are the eigenvalues of x. We call (2.1) the spectral decomposition (or the spectral expansion) of x.
Note that the Jordan frame {c 1 , c 2 , · · ·, c r } in (2.1) depends on x. We do not write this dependence explicitly for simplicity in notation. Let σ(x) be the set of all eigenvalues of x. Then σ(x) contains at least one element and at most r.
} is a complete system of orthogonal idempotents, and its uniqueness is guaranteed by Theorem III.1.1 in [10] . Letr be the number of elements in this set. We then have the spectral decomposition of type I stated in [10] , i.e.,
Next, we recall the Peirce decomposition theorem on the space J , where the Jordan frame {c 1 , c 2 , · · ·, c r } can be fixed beforehand. In this case, define the following subspaces
for i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · ·, r}. In the SOC case, we have J 12 ∆ = {x ∈ R n : x 1 = 0, x 2 , w = 0}, where w is characterized by the Jordan frame as in Example 2.2. Theorem 2.2 (Theorem IV.2.1 in [10] ) Let {c 1 , c 2 , · · ·, c r } be a given Jordan frame in a Euclidean Jordan algebra A of rank r. Then J is the orthogonal direct sum of spaces J ij (i ≤ j). Furthermore,
For each x ∈ J , we define the Lyapunov transformation L(x) : J → J by L(x)y = x • y for all y ∈ J , which is a symmetric operator in the sense that L(x)y, z = y, L(x)z for all [10] gives the following characterization of operator commutativity. Thus, for a given Jordan frame {c 1 , c 2 , · · ·, c r }, it is easy to see that c i , c j operator commute and L(c i )L(c j ) = L(c j )L(c i ) for any i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · ·, r}. So do b i (x) and b j (x) for any i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · ·,r} in view of the argument after Theorem 2.1.
Jacobian of Löwner operator
We review differentiability and semismoothness of a vector-valued function which was called the Löwner operator by Sun and Sun [29] in recognition of Löwner's contribution [21] . We also present some new results on the Jacobian and the Clarke generalized Jacobian of the Löwner operator, which are basic and useful in the subsequent analysis. 
When g(t) = t + = max{0, t}(t ∈ R), this becomes the metric projection operator
Consider the differentiability of the Löwner operator G(·). Suppose that g is differentiable at τ i , i = 1, 2, · · ·, r. Define the first divided difference g [1] of g at τ ∆ = (τ 1 , τ 2 , · · ·, τ r ) T ∈ R r as the r × r symmetric matrix with the ij-th entry being (g [1] (τ )) ij , given by
Based on Theorem 13 in [29] , the following Jacobian properties of Löwner operator G(·) is obvious.
. Then, G(·) is (continuously) differentiable at x if and only if for each j ∈ {1, 2, · · ·, r}, g is (continuously) differentiable at λ j (x). In this case, the Jacobian ∇G(x) is given by
or equivalently
Furthermore, ∇G(x) is a linear and symmetric operator from J into itself.
As a consequence of Theorem 2.5, we have the following result in the case of rk(A)=dim(J ).
Corollary 2.6 Suppose that rk(A)=dim(J ) = n and x
Proof. Since rk(A)=dim(J ) = n, it follows from Theorem 3.5 in [20] that there is a unique Jordan frame {c 1 , c 2 , · · ·, c n } in A. Thus, through Theorem 2.2, any element h ∈ J can be expressed by h = n i=1 h i c i with h i ∈ R (i = 1, 2, · · ·, n). Therefore,
This implies that L(c i )L(c j ) = 0 (i = j) and L(c i )L(c i ) = L(c i ) for any i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · ·, n}. Hence Q(c i ) = L(c i ). Formula (2.8) is then an implication of Theorem 2.5.
As an application of Corollary 2.6, we obtain the Jacobian of the Löwner operator on R n .
Example 2.4
Suppose that A = (R n , ·, · , * ) as in Example 2.1. Let x = n i=1 x i e i . One can easily verify that L(e i ) = e i e T i = E i (i = 1, 2, · · ·, n). Note that rk((R n , ·, · , * ))=dim(R n ) = n. It is obvious via Corollary 2.6 that
The next theorem gives a sufficient condition which guarantees that the Jacobian ∇G(x) is positive semidefinite (respectively, positive definite). Here ∇G(x) is called positive semidefinite
for each j ∈ {1, 2, · · ·, r} and g (t) ≥ 0 for all t ∈ R, then G(·) is (continuously) differentiable at x and the Jacobian ∇G(x) is positive semidefinite. Moreover, the Jacobian is positive definite if the condition g (t) ≥ 0 is replaced by g (t) ≥ 0.
. It therefore holds that
Combining this with (2.6), (2.10), (2.11) and
(g [1] (λ(x))) ji h ji 2 + r j=1 (g [1] (λ(x))) jj h 2 j c j 2 .
If g (t) ≥ 0 (g (t) > 0) for all t ∈ R, then by (2.5) we can easily get (g [1] (λ(x))) ji ≥ 0 ((g [1] (λ(x))) ji > 0) for all j = i, j, i = 1, 2, · · ·, r. Hence, h,
We proceed with (strong) semismoothness of Löwner operator G(·). Semismoothness was originally introduced by Mifflin [24] for functionals. Qi and Sun [26] extended the concept of semismoothness to vector-valued functions and developed a systematic theory that employs semismoothness in the analysis of the superlinear convergence of Newton methods for solving systems of nondifferentiable equations.
We now briefly review some concepts and results of the semismoothness from [26] . Let : C ⊆ X → Y be a locally Lipschitz function on an open set C. By Rademacher's theorem,
Then, the Clarke generalized Jacobian of at x is defined by ∂ (x)
where (x, d) is called the directional derivative of at x along the direction d; and is directionally differentiable at x if is directionally differentiable at x along any direction d = 0.
Employing the above concepts, we can define (strong) semismoothness of a function .
Definition 2.8 A directionally differentiable and locally Lipschitz function
, is strongly semismooth.
By combining Theorem 17 with Proposition 15 in [29] , we have the following result on (strong) semismoothness of Löwner operator G(·). Lemma 2.9 Let x = r j=1 λ j (x)c j . Then G(·) is (strongly) semismooth at x if and only if for each j ∈ {1, 2, · · ·, r}, g is (strongly) semismooth at λ j (x). In particular, the metric projection operator P K is strongly semismooth on J .
We are ready to extend Theorems 2.5 and 2.7 to the case of semismooth Löwner operator G(·). Let g be semismooth at τ i (i = 1, 2, · · ·, r) and ∂g denote the subderivative of g in the sense of Clarke. Define the first generalized divided difference g [1,∂] of g at τ as the set of all r × r symmetric matrices, where the ij-th entry (g [1,∂] (τ )) ij of the element g [1,∂] 
Theorem 2.10 Let x ∈ J . Then G(·) is (strongly) semismooth at x if and only if g is (strongly) semismooth at every eigenvalue of x. In this case, the Clarke generalized Jacobian ∂G(x) satisfies
with the sets ∂G(x) and ∂G(x) being given respectively by
where C(x) is the set consisting of all Jordan frames in the spectral decomposition type II of x,
Proof. We first show ∂G(x) ⊇ ∂G(x). By the definitions of ∂G and ∂G we need to only prove that
In order to show V ∈ {c 1 ,···,cr}∈C(x) ∂ c 1 ,···,cr G(x), we proceed as follows.
. By Theorem 2.1 and the argument after it, in the sense of set convergence (see [27] ), one has
Notice that for any i, j = 1, 2, · · ·, r,
Thus,
This, together with (2.12), (2.13) and the continuity property of L(x) and Q(x), leads to lim sup
with w i ∈ ∂g(µ i (x)) (i = 1, 2, · · ·,r). Since g is semismooth at µ i (x) and dim(∂g(µ i (x))) = 1, by Carathéodory Theorem (see [27] ), for any given w i ∈ ∂g(µ i (x)) there exist elements
and t i ∈ [0, 1] such that
where D g is the set consisting of differentiable points of g. Based on the set {h i,l i : l i ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, 2, · · ·,r}, we construct a set H by
Then the set H can be rewritten as H ∆ = {h l : l ∈ {0, 1}r}, which includes 2r elements. Meanwhile, for each element h l , we have
Moreover, taking sufficiently small h l , we have µ 1 (x)+h 1,l 1 > µ 2 (x)+h 2,l 2 > · · · > µr(x)+hr ,lr , and hence µ i (x+h l ) = µ i (x)+h i,l i , b i (x+h l ) = b i (x) by the uniqueness of spectral decomposition type I. Thus, x + h l ∈ D G by µ i (x) + h i,l i ∈ D g , and from (2.7) and (2.14) we obtain
Therefore, W l (x) ∈ ∂G(x) for every l ∈ {0, 1}r. This implies that
To prove W (x) ∈ ∂G(x), it suffices to claim that W (x) ∈ W(x). In fact, from expressions of W (x) and W l (x), it is easy to see that w ∆ = (w 1 , w 2 , · · ·, wr) given above lies in the hypercube whose extreme points are defined by w i,l i with l i ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, 2, · · ·,r. Hence, W (x) must be a convex combination of points {W l (x) : l ∈ {0, 1}r}. The proof is completed. Remark 2.1 From Theorem 2.10, we easily observe that if x ∈ J has distinct eigenvalues λ 1 (x), · · ·, λ r (x) and C(x) has an element, then ∂G(x) = ∂G(x) = ∂G(x). However, if x has the multiple eigenvalues or C(x) contains many elements, the sets ∂G(x), ∂G(x) and ∂G(x) may be different as the following example shows.
Let 
Remark 2.2
Suppose that rk(A)=dim(J ) = n and x = n j=1 λ j (x)c j = n i=1 µ i (x)b i (x) as in the case of Corollary 2.6. If G(·) is (strong) semismooth at x, we derive by Theorem 2.10 that
Especially, when A = (R n , ·, · , * ) as in Example 2.4 and
, in the similar way of the second part in the proceeding proof, one has ∂G(x) ⊆ ∂G(x). Hence,
where I i is the |N (i)|×|N (i)| identity matrix for i = 1, 2, · · ·,n. Moreover, letting G(x) = P K (x) and x = 0, we derive
Although Theorem 2.10 provides some approximations of the Clarke generalized Jacobian, it can be successfully employed to prove the positive semidefiniteness of ∂G(·). Theorem 2.11 Let x ∈ J . If g is (strongly) semismooth at every eigenvalue of x and ∂g(t) ⊆ R + (∂g(t) ⊆ R ++ ) for all t ∈ R, then the function G(·) is (strongly) semismooth at x and the element V ∈ ∂G(x) is positive semidefinite (positive definite). Moreover, when ∂g(t) ⊆ R ++ , there exists a scalar α(x) > 0 such that V α(x)I 0.
Proof. By Theorem 2.10 and the definition of ∂G, it suffices to demonstrate that if ∂g(t) ⊆ R ++ for all t ∈ R, then for any
Note that ∂g(λ j (x)) ⊆ R ++ is a closed convex set for every j = 1, · · ·, r. Taking α(x)
by the definition (2.5) and the given assumptions we have α(x) > 0 and hence α(x)I 0.
We now proveV
≥ 0 for any i, j = 1, · · ·, r. Modelling the proof of Theorem 2.7, we immediately derive the desired result.
Furthermore, we can obtain the bounded property of ∂G if ∂g is a bounded set.
Corollary 2.12
Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.11, for any V ∈ ∂G(x) and scalars a, b ∈ R with a ≤ b, the following conclusions hold:
Proof. Let f (t) = g(t) − at. Note that ∂g(t) ⊆ [a, b], then ∂f (t) ⊆ R + . By Theorem 2.11, one has V − aI 0 for any V ∈ ∂G(x). On the other hand, lettingf (t) = bt − g(t), one has ∂f (t) ⊆ R + and hence bI − V 0 for any V ∈ ∂G(x). These two arguments show part (i). Similarly, we can verity Part (ii).
Total NR-function
For problem (1.1), we define the natural residual function (NR-function) Φ N R : J × J → J by
and the total NR-function H N R : J × J → J × J by
Moreover, we specify function Ψ N R : J × J → R by
From Proposition 6 in [12] , we know that
Therefore, problem (1.1) can be reformulated as a nonsmooth system of nonlinear equations: H N R (x, y) = 0. Based on this system, we may establish various solution methods, such as nonsmooth and smoothing Newton methods, see, e.g., [9, 17] for the case of NCP. In this paper, our aim is to present a globally and quadratically convergent regularized smoothing Newton method for SCCP. For this purpose, we need to investigate strong semismoothness of H N R , nonsingularity of ∂H N R , and level-boundedness of Ψ N R .
First, we show strong semismoothness of H N R . Since the proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.6 in [15] , it is omitted. Next, we address Clarke generalized Jacobian ∂H N R . Let T ∈ ∂H N R (x, y) for any (x, y) ∈ J × J . Then T has the following form: y) . Since ∂t + equals {1} for t > 0, [0, 1] for t = 0, and {0} for t < 0, by Corollary 2.12 (i) we have 0 V I.
The nonsingularity result on T is well-known for NCP (see, e.g., [9] ) or SOCCP (see, e.g., [11] ). In a similar manner, we can easily show that it is still true for SCCP, which does not need a further proof. We say that F : A remark on Theorem 3.2 is here given. If V is a linear and symmetric operator from J into itself, then the results in this theorem are still true.
We end this section by stating a well-known result on the boundedness of the level sets Lev α (Ψ N R ) ∆ = {(x, y) ∈ J × J : Ψ N R (x, y) ≤ α} for α ∈ R, which can ensure that the sequence generated by a descent method for solving min Ψ N R (x, y) has at least one accumulation point. For more details, see, e.g., [25, 34] . Theorem 3.3 Let Ψ N R be defined by (3.3) . If F (x) is strongly monotone and locally Lipschitzian, then the level sets Lev α (Ψ N R ) are bounded for all α ∈ R.
Notice that Gowda, Sznajder and Tao [12] introduced the P and P 0 properties for linear transformations on Euclidean Jordan algebras, and Tao and Gowda [31] studied the P and P 0 properties for nonlinear transformations. Do Theorem 3.2 (b) and Theorem 3.3 hold for the SCCP with P property? These questions are yet to be answered.
Chen-Mangasarian Smoothing Function
In the literature on NCP, there are two well-known classes of the smoothing functions, i.e., the Chen-Mangasarian smoothing function and the smoothed Fischer-Burmeister function. Recently, they were successfully extended to SDCP [6] and SOCCP [11] . To smoothen the NRfunction established in previous section, we shall focus on an extension of the Chen-Mangasarian smoothing function and analyze the corresponding properties. (b) lim u↓0 u (x) = (x) for any x ∈ X , where u ↓ 0 means u ∈ R q ++ , u → 0. We say u is a uniformly smooth approach function of if there is a scalar κ > 0 such that
Let µ ∈ R ++ . For NR-function Φ N R as in (3.1), we define Chen-Mangasarian smoothing function Φ µ : J × J → J by Two known cases of function g are as follows: One is the CHKS function g(t) = ( √ t 2 + 4 + t)/2, which was proposed by Chen and Harker [1] , Kanzow [18] and Smale [28] , and the other is the neural network function g(t) = ln(e t + 1), which was used in neural networks [2] . Based on the above definitions and Theorem 2.1, we below derive formulae for Φ µ . Proposition 4.2 Let Φ µ be given by (4.1) . Then it holds that Φ µ (x, y) = x − µ r i=1 g(λ i /µ)c i where λ i , c i (i = 1, 2, · · ·, r) are given by x − y = r i=1 λ i c i . Moveover, the pointwise limit
Proof. The first part is trivial. Note that lim µ↓0 µg(λ i /µ) = (λ i ) + by (4.2). This derives that lim µ↓0 Φ µ (x, y) = x − r i=1 (λ i ) + c i . The second part holds by (2.4).
Uniformly smooth approximation
The following proposition claims that Φ µ is a uniformly smooth approximation of Φ N R .
Proposition 4.3
Let Φ µ be given by (4.1) . Then, for any scalars µ > ν ≥ 0, we have
Proof. In order to prove the proposition, we first consider the case where µ > ν > 0. By
Noting that for every i = 1, 2, · · ·, r, 0
This shows that (4.3) holds in the case of µ > ν > 0, and that −Φ ν is monotone in ν > 0 with respect to the partial ordering K . Taking ν → 0 + in (4.4), one has g(0)µe
That is, (4.4) also holds for µ > ν = 0. The proof is completed.
Differentiability
Let g : R → R + be a continuously differentiable convex function satisfying (4.2). As in [32] for the setting of NCP and in [15] for the context of SOCCP, we define for any µ > 0,
for t > 0.
Let z = r j=1 λ j (z)c j (z). By Π µ (z) = µG(z/µ) with G ∈ CM, Theorem 2.5 leads to
where for all i, j = 1, 2, · · ·, r,
By (4.5), we have γ µ (t) = g (t/µ). Therefore
By (4.2) and (4.9), one has 0 < a ij < 1. Thus, by Corollary 2.12 (ii), it holds I ∇Π µ (z) 0.
In summary, we have the following conclusion. Furthermore, by applying Theorem 2.5 and the chain rule, we immediately obtain the differential property of the Chen-Mangasarian smoothing function Φ µ . The proof is not needed.
Proposition 4.5
For any µ > 0, the Chen-Mangasarian smoothing function Φ µ , defined by (4.1) , is continuously differentiable and its Jacobian is given by
Jacobian consistency
Like strong semismoothness, Jacobian consistency plays an important role in establishing rapid convergence of smoothing Newton methods. This concept was originally introduced by Chen, Qi and Sun [8] for variational inequalities, and was recently used by Hayashi, Yamashita and Fukushima [15] analyzing the regularized smoothing method for SOCCP, where their Jacobian consistency contains two parameters. We state more general definition as follows. To show Jacobian consistency of Chen-Mangasarian smoothing function Φ µ , we first look at the function Π µ (z). Define b ij ∆ = lim µ↓0 a ij for all i, j = 1, 2, · · ·, r. From (4.5)-(4.7) and (4.9), we derive that
Obviously, by (4.2), 0 ≤ b ij ≤ 1. By the direct calculation, one has
Rewriting
In a similar manner as in (4.12), we derive that
Take ∂ 0 Π (z) ∆ = lim µ↓0 ∇Π µ (z). It follows from Theorem 2.10 that ∂ 0 Π (z) ∈ ∂P K (z) ⊆ ∂P K (z). Summarizing the preceding argument, we have the following. In the end of this section, we further consider the function g satisfying both (4.2) and the following
For instance, ( √ t 2 + 4 + t)/2 and ln(e t + 1) are such two functions. Can we get more specific result than Proposition 4.8 in this case? To settle this question, we need the following lemma from [15] . Lemma 4.9 (Lemma 4.10, [15] ) Let g be a continuously differentiable convex function satisfying (4.2) and (4.13) . Let γ µ , γ 0 and γ + 0 be given by (4.5)- (4.7) . Then it holds that
For z = ; meanwhile, noting that g is convex, one has γ µ (t) ≤ γµ(λ(z))−γµ(0) λ(z)
for any t ∈ (0, ς). So, in the case of z = 0, there exists a positive integer l such that 1 2 lλ (z) ∈ (0, ς). Based on the preceding argument, we define the function λ : J → R + by (4.15) λ (z)
where l is the smallest positive integer such that
Then λ (z) is well-defined and 0 < λ (z) <λ(z). Thus, it holds by Lemma 4.9 (c) that (4.17) |γ µ (λ i (z))−γ + 0 (λ i (z))| ≤ |γ µ (λ(z))−γ + 0 (λ(z))| ≤ |γ µ (λ (z))−γ + 0 (λ (z))|, i = 1, 2, · · ·, r. Now we are ready to claim that Π µ (z) not only satisfies the Jacobian consistency but also has the stronger Jacobian property. Theorem 4.10 Let ∂ 0 Π (z) = lim µ↓0 ∇Π µ (z). Suppose g is a continuously differentiable convex function satisfying (4.2) and (4.13) . Let γ µ , γ 0 , γ + 0 and λ be given by (4.5)-(4.7) and (4.15), respectively. Then there exists a scalarM > 0 such that
Proof. Let z = r j=1 λ j (z)c j (z). Then from (4.8) and (4.12) we obtain
To prove the theorem, it is enough to show |a ij − b ij | ≤ |γ µ (λ (z)) − γ + 0 (λ (z))| for every i, j = 1, 2, · · ·, r. We below consider two cases.
Case (i): 0 = λ i (z) < |λ j (z)|. By (4.9) and (4.11), the direct calculation yields
where the second equality follows from the fact
, the inequality from (4.15), and the last equality from γ + 0 (λ (z)) = 1 by (4.15) and (4.7). Case (ii): Otherwise, one has |a ij − b ij | ≤ |γ µ (λ(z)) − γ + 0 (λ(z))|, whose proof is perfectly similar to that in [15] and is omitted for brevity.
Regularized Smoothing Function and Algorithm
Based on the proceeding results, we shall develop the Chen-Mangasarian class of regularized smoothing functions for SCCP, and derive the regularized smoothing Newton method for solving the monotone SCCP.
For the given F in (1.1) and a parameter ε > 0, we define a new function F ε : J → J as
Again, define functions H µ,ε : J × J → J × J and Ψ µ,ε : J × J → R by
Then, H µ,ε is a smoothing approximation of the regularized SCCP involving F ε with ε > 0. Obviously, if F is monotone, then F ε is strongly monotone for any ε > 0. In addition, if F is also locally Lipschitzian, then Ψ µ,ε is level-bounded for any µ ≥ 0 and ε > 0 via Theorem 3.3.
The proposed method applies the Newton algorithm to the system H µ,ε (x, y) = 0 with µ and ε properly adjusted at each iteration, so that a solution of the original SCCP is eventually obtained by taking the limits as µ ↓ 0 and ε ↓ 0.
For this purpose, we deal with H µ,ε . From Proposition 4.5, we obtain
where ∇Π µ (·) is specified by (4.8) . From (5.4) and Proposition 4.4, one easily get the nonsingularity of ∇H µ,ε . The proof is omitted. 1) , (5.1) and (5.2) , respectively. If F is monotone, then ∇H µ,ε , given by (5.4) , is invertible for any (x, y) ∈ J × J .
In view of (5.4), we also deduce the Jacobian consistency of H µ,ε . Furthermore, applying Theorems 4.10 and 5.2, we estimate the upper bound of the distance dist(∇H µ,ε (x, y), ∂H N R (x, y)). Theorem 5.3 Let F : J → J be continuously differentiable, and g be a continuously differentiable convex function satisfying (4.2) and (4.13) . Suppose γ µ , γ 0 and γ + 0 are given by (4.5)-(4.7), and let λ be defined by (4.15) . Then, there exists a scalar M > 0 such that dist(∇H µ,ε (x, y), ∂H N R (x, y)) ≤ M (|γ µ (λ (x − y)) − γ + 0 (λ (x − y))| + ε),
for any µ > 0, ε ≥ 0 and any (x, y) ∈ J × J .
Proof. By (5.4), (5.5) and the fact ∂ 0 Π H(x, y) ∈ ∂H N R (x, y), one has for any µ > 0, ε ≥ 0 and any (x, y) ∈ J × J , dist(∇H µ,ε (x, y), ∂H N R (x, y)) ≤ ||∇H µ,ε (x, y) − ∂ 0 Π H(x, y)|| ≤M ( ∇Π µ (x − y)) − ∂ 0 Π (x − y)) + ε) ≤M (M |γ µ (λ (x − y)) − γ + 0 (λ (x − y))| + ε)
whereM in the second inequality is a positive scalar, the third follows from Theorem 4.10. The desired holds immediately.
In the end of this paper, we describe the desired algorithm which is a word-for-word extension of the one by Hayashi, Yamashita and Fukushima [15] for SOCCP, and state the corresponding convergence theorem which can be obtained by Theorems 5.1-5.3 and following the proof of Theorem 4.13 in [15] .
ALGORITHM Set w ∆ = (x, y) and w (k) ∆ = (x (k) , y (k) ). Choose η, ρ ∈ (0, 1),η ∈ (0, η], σ ∈ (0, 1/2), κ > 0 andκ > 0.
Step 0 Choose w (0) ∈ J × J and β 0 ∈ (0, ∞). Let µ 0 ∆ = H N R (w (0) ) and ε 0 ∆ = H N R (w (0) ) . Set k ∆ = 0.
Step 1 Terminate if H N R (w (k) ) = 0.
Step 2
Step 2.0 Set v (0) ∆ = w (0) and j ∆ = 0. Step 2.1 Find a vectord (j) such that H µ k ,ε k (v (j) ) + ∇H µ k ,ε k (v (j) ) Td(j) = 0.
Step 2.2 If H µ k ,ε k (v (j) +d (j) ) ≤ β k , then let w (k+1) ∆ = v (j) +d (j) and go to Step 3. Otherwise, go to Step 2.3.
Step 2.3 Find the smallest nonnegative integer m such that
Step 2.4 If H µ k ,ε k (v (j+1) ) ≤ β k , then let w (k+1) ∆ = v (j+1) and go to Step 3. Otherwise, set j ∆ = j + 1 and go back to Step 2.1.
Step 3 Update the parameters as follows:
µ k+1 : = min{κ H N R (w (k+1) ) 2 , µ 0η k+1 ,μ(λ (x (k+1) − y (k+1) ),κ H N R (w (k+1) ) )}, ε k+1 : = min{κ H N R (w (k+1) ) 2 , ε 0η k+1 },
where λ is given by (4.15), andμ(t, δ) is determined so that |γ µ (t) − γ + 0 (t)| < δ for any µ ∈ (0,μ(t, δ)).
Step 4 Set k ∆ = k + 1. Go back to Step 1.
Theorem 5.4 Let F : J → J be a continuously differentiable and monotone function, and {w (k) } be a sequence generated by Algorithm. If the solution set of SCCP (1.1) is nonempty and bounded, then {w (k) } is bounded, and every accumulation point is a solution of SCCP (1.1) . In addition, if ∇F is locally Lipschitzian and every accumulation point of {∇H µ k ,ε k (w (k) )} is nonsingular, then the sequence {w (k) } converges to a solution w * of SCCP(1.1) quadratically.
